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Easy Medium Difficult 

accept abroad squeeze abbreviation 

address absurd squirrel acquarium 

adjective adept statue administration 

adopt adventure stomach alligator 

arm aeroplane storm amendment 

assembly agriculture summary amusement 

August airport surprise anarchy 

author almond swallow anguish 

balloon ambulance syllabus association 

beautiful analogy synonym astrologist 

berth ankle technology astronaut 

biology assignment telegram audience 

birth auditorium tenant avenue 

blanket autumn thigh borrow 

brain bacteria tickle brochure 

broth   Basketball tongue camphor 

brother beggar tonsil carcass 

buffalo beginning tornado cashew 

calendar bottom tribute cassette 

candle bracelet tunnel cauliflower 

cartoon bran umpire celebrity 

chalk brilliant vacation celluloid 

champion building vacuum century 

chapter business vapour chandlier 

chemistry butterfly veteran cinnamon 

chest captain victory circumstance 

childhood carpenter village cockroach 

classmate caterpillar villain conquer 

clever ceiling volcano corruption 

cuckoo celebrate vulture costume 

coconut concert waist courtesy 

colour chimney walnut crouch 

comet chocolate watermelon curious 

Compass citizen wealth debris 

computer civilized weapon deceive 

country coffin whale diabetes 
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cousin commitment wisdom diplomat 

Crayon competition wrist dizzy 

Cricket comprehensive wrong eloquent 

curd constable zoology emporium 

debut continuous zucchini enthusiasm 

decide coriander  essence 

diamond cottage  eucalyptus 

district creature  excursion 

dollar cucumber  expenditure 

eager currency  extraordinary 

eagle curtain  fable 

economics dairy  festoon 

epic dew  feud 

episode diary  foe 

Eraser dictionary  fossil 

error disease  furniture 

exercise dolphin  gadget 

explore dozen  generic 

faith echo  genuine 

February Elementary  gesture 

flush emperor  giraffe 

flute encounter  glutton 

fridge environment  government 

fuel evaluation  granary 

garment excellent  gratitude 

generator familiar  grief 

google fantasy  gymnastics 

grammar fashion  haunt 

Guava festival  havoc 

hair flood  hone 

hare florist  hostage 

holiday foreign  idol 

homework fundamental  inaugural 

hostel geography  inertia 

husk ghost  influence 

idle glossary  infrastructure 

injection gossip  ingenuous 

internet governor  insomnia 

island grocery  irrigation 

judgement harbour  ivory 
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keyboard hatch  jealous 

kitchen heaven  jester 

lesson helicopter  jewellery 

library helmet  juggler 

liquid hospital  juncture 

manager icon  kangaroo 

mason identification  kerchief 

media independence  knowledge 

medicine inspector  Laboratory 

mercy institute  laureate 

million irregular  literature 

mimicry jaggery  lizard 

miracle journey  louse 

mobile kerosene  magazine 

monitor knee  magnificent 

mouse language  melodious 

movie laugh  microscope 

music laundry  mosque 

naughty lawn  mumble 

newspaper lawyer  muscle 

ocean listen  mutiny 

omit luggage  mystery 

option lyric  negotiate 

paragraph machine  nephew 

penalty magician  notorious 

picnic mansion  nucleus 

pillow margin  nurture 

piano meadow  obedient 

plaster merchant  obstacle 

plastic microwave  obvious 

poem millennium  occasion 

pony moisture  oceanarium 

pouch mosquito  orator 

prayer mountain  orchestra 

project necessary  panacea 

proverb numerator  penicillin 

rainbow oath  persuade 

rectangle onion  philosopher 

rupee orchid  physician 

scene organization  pilgrimage 
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screen oxygen  plaintain 

shampoo palm  plenary 

skull parable  postmortem 

slice passenger  precious 

slogan passion  procedure 

snake pavement  pronunciation 

sniff pearl  proteins 

speech peepul  punctuation 

spelling performance  python 

stadium perfume  ramazan 

stanza permission  relationship 

starch platform  religious 

stool pledge  restaurant 

street police  sanctuary 

supper population  scapegoat 

swing possibility  scarecrow 

television potato  Scholarship 

theatre preparation  scissors 

trouser product  sincerity 

turtle pulley  situation 

uniform puppet  skeptical 

vehicle puzzle  spectacles 

warden quota  spinster 

wednesday receive  stimulate 

window regret  supervisor 

wolf repair  surgeon 

 reputation  technique 

 reservoir  thermometer 

 rhinoceros  tiptoe 

 rhyme  tortoise 

 rhythm  traitor 

 saffron  udder 

 scientist  ultimatum 

 screw  university 

 sharpener  valedictory 

 shoulder  visualize 

 snake gourd  wallet 

 sneeze  warrior 

 society  whistle 

 soldier  witch 
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 sparrow  wrestling 

 spectrum  yacht 

 spinach   

 


